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Appropriate Technology

A plain man's guide to maintenance
PAUL LAWRANCE

Hospitals house a variety of equipment, and it would be
inappropriate in this article to give detailed maintenance
schedules for any particular items. Instead, I intend to try to
present a practical approach from my own experience of
maintaining and repairing equipment in developing countries.
As a general principle it is wise to adhere to the manufacturer's
recommendations whenever possible, but this is a counsel of
perfection that is seldom easy to follow because of lack of
information, spare parts, or, simply, time.

New equipment: a cautionary approach

A lot of time and energy may be saved by choosing suitable
equipment at the outset. Factors to be borne in mind should
include the degree of local skill (do the people who are to use and
maintain the machine understand its basic working principles ?),
the harshness of the local environment (humidity, temperature
stability, and conditions of electrical supply), and whether spare
parts are readily available. Irrespective of availability, it is a good
idea to purchase a stock of spare parts when you buy the equip-
ment (manufacturers will normally provide a list of suggested
spares on request), and ensure that manuals and clear diagrams
for identifying spare parts are supplied with the equipment. I
have heard of many instances where this has not been the case,
and the delay in obtaining information may lead to continuous
correspondence culminating in a frustrating reply such as "the
equipment is now obsolete."

It is not always wise to choose the most modern equipment, for
its impressive veneer may have been achieved in exchange for
simplicity, ruggedness, and reliability. Purchasing several
machines of the same type simplifies maintenance as spares for
only one model are necessary and in a crisis parts from one may

If al';else
fails read the directions

FIG 1-Aide-m6moire for dealing with new items of equipment.

be used in another; also, maintenance staff need only to under-
stand how one model works.
When a new piece of equipment is bought the manuals should

be read through and thoroughly understood before it is installed.
We have a poster in our office which admirably illustrates this
point (fig 1). A log should be kept for each piece of equipment;
this will help in recognising repetitive faults and simplify your
judgment as to when a component should be left alone, cleaned,
or replaced. The log should include the date of purchase, the
times when the equipment is in use, the initials of the main-
tenance staff, and details of all faults reported and any mainten-
ance work carried out. Ideally, routine maintenance is under-
taken, and where several machines are used a wall chart similar
to the one shown in figure 2 may prove useful.

FIG 2-Wall chart showing maintenance schedules.

Importance of preventive maintenance

Preventive maintenance is preferable to waiting until the
components require emergency repair or replacement-both for
convenience and for patient safety. Thus, although it may appear
unnecessary to take a working pump out of operation for
maintenance, a day or two of lost use may prevent total failure of
the pump in a few months' time. When you carry out preventive
maintenance, apart from repairing faulty components you should
replace components that are suspect or likely to fail, owing to
their age, before the next service. As a rough guide, if you plot
the likelihood of a component's failure against time a bath shaped
graph results (fig 3). The time at which a component is replaced
should be before the upturn of the graph; this time will clearly
depend on the part itself, its environment, and how much the
equipment is used. Replacing components before they fail may
prevent other, more expensive, items failing.
Ample time is needed for preventive maintenance and subse-

quent testing. Trying to repair a piece of equipment with a doctor
breathing down your neck waiting to use it is sometimes
inevitable but is likely to be detrimental to both the maintenance
staff and the next patient. Ideally, a mutually convenient time
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should be set aside by both the user and the maintainer so that

they may look at the equipment together. This provides a

perfect opportunity of gaining insight into how the equipment
is performing. The operators may have noticed a slightly
different noise from usual or a symptom of a fault that, while not

important enough to warrant immediate attention, may be

rectified easily. In a complete breakdown, a history of problems
may help in diagnosis (a familiar concept for doctors and

maintenance staff alike).
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FIG 3-Rough guide to predict the life span of an individual component of a

machine.

How to go about it

Before embarking on any maintenance work avoid the risk of
infection; always assume that the equipment is unsterile and use

protective gloves and a mask if these are available. For similar
reasons of self preservation, check that the equipment is
electrically and mechanically safe to work on. For example, with
electrical equipment measurement of earth continuity, insulation
resistance, and earth leakage current are standard safety checks.
If the required meters are not available I suggest a quick check
with a battery and light bulb of the same low voltage to check
for earth continuity.

If the machine is in working order an initial running period
during which you listen and look for any abnormalities often
gives an idea of what work needs to be carried out. This might be
a peculiar noise, a leak (or signs of a previous leak), instability of
a given measurement or a logic fault (where more than one phase
is concerned-for example, heating and then cooling a steriliser;
there is logic circuitry to control the order of the phases). At
this stage, quick checks on calibration may point to a fault that
may be dealt with easily as part of the service. Undoubtedly
when you get to know a piece of equipment you develop an

intuitive feel whether it is functioning normally.

Getting down to details

After the initial assessment the individual parts must be
attended to. The type and amount of work required depend on

the item concerned. Manufacturer's schedules should be
followed, as well as any additional work suggested by the initial
test run. If no information is available replace all suspect parts
(when spares are available) and make good notes, labelling the
various parts, to help in dismantling and reassembly. Bear in
mind that most failures occur because of faults in the moving
parts. A machine is composed of systems (mechanical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, or electrical), and each system must be dealt with
methodically and thoroughly.

Lubrication (using compatible substances) and checking of
lubricant levels should be carried out frequently-for example,
all the moving parts of an anaesthetic machine should be cleaned
regularly and then recoated with a silicone grease. All points of
contact between two surfaces, where friction is likely, should be
examined for wear. If wear is noticed-for example, of gear
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teeth-the necessary parts may be ordered before a breakdown
occurs. Catches and fastenings should be checked for secure
action (for example, the port doors on incubators). Tolerances
of fits should be checked for example, slack in bearings due to
wear will show up by measuring the diameter of the shaft) and
either removed by adjustment or replacement of various items.

Cleanliness is important, especially in dealing with hydraulic
and pneumatic systems. It is essential to change or clean filters
regularly, drain traps, and check tubing for deposits as well as
to check all the seals. A filter is designed to stop foreign bodies
travelling "downstream," so it is imperative to ensure that any
debris dislodged during the cleaning of the filter or tubing is
removed completely. Do not flush debris towards small orifices
or low points unless these may be unblocked easily. The regular
disconnection, cleaning, and reconnection of dissimilar metal
components may save the aggravation of finding them seized
solid (this is particularly true of solenoid valves, in my ex-
perience). All seals should be inspected for distortion; if spares
are in short supply the technique of using suitable substances
such as silicone grease, or the turning over of seals, may be tried.

Check and recheck

Faulty contacts are the cause of most faults in an electrical
system, especially if high currents are used, and hence they
should be examined frequently for damage. If the contacts are
badly pitted they should be replaced; if not then any carbon
deposits may be removed by rubbing fine abrasive paper between
them (emery paper is not fine enough) or using contact cleaner,
or both. Check that all wires are joined to the correct terminals
securely, and examine the insulation of all cables. (I have
encountered potentially lethal medical equipment where a
castor has cut through the earth wire of a 240 V mains cable and
where fuses have been bypassed by 125 inch nails). Check for
dry solder joints; it is worth removing and cleaning all con-
nectors as oxide layers may build up and lead to intermittent
faults (a technician's nightmare). In extremes of humidity or
when spillage is possible corrosion of copper may be prevented
by varnishing or greasing. Electronic components are usually
reliable, but thermionic valves, semiconductors, and polarised
(marked + and -) capacitors tend to fail. It is, therefore, a good
idea to replace all such components in a predetermined fault
area when repairing old equipment. Dummy transducer
components (often a resistor) may be used to define whether a
fault is part of the electrical system or not.

Machines should be calibrated at regular intervals, and
celtainly after part of a system has been replaced. Measurements
should be compared with measurements obtained with the most
accurately known reliable instrument of the same range.
Calibration should be carried out in as near normal working
conditions as possible; measurements should ideally be made
after a suitable warm up period followed by a soak test. In this
test the machine is left running for a duration similar to that
which it is used for normally. All the variables should then be re-
checked. If the machine has control times and logic, these should
also be checked after any final adjustments have been made.
When the routine work and subsequent testing have been

completed the machine should prove to be more reliable and
have a longer working life-a theory that may be compared with
the treatment of patients by preventive medicine rather than cure.

Established in 1966, the Joint Mission Hospital Equipment Board
was set up to coordinate and supply the medical equipment needs of
mission and charity hospitals in developing countries. It was regis-
tered as an independent charity and the trading name of ECHO
(equipment fo1 charity hospitalk oN-crseas' Nas adopted, symbolising
the widening role of the organisation. ECHO's services consist of a
medical equipment service, a pharmaceutical service, an agency
service for charity hospitals and grant making organisations, a
specialised packing and shipping service, a veterinary division and a
technical department headed by the author. Their address is ECHO,
4 West Street, Ewell, Surrey, tel 01-393 0021.
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